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" F O R  R E S I D E N T I A L  P U R P O S E S "

Rentals are always a source of headaches for
Associations, but a ruling by the South Dakota Supreme
Court may have turned these headaches into full-blown
migraines!

A couple in South Dakota bought a lot in a community. They
built a three-story home with five master bedroom suites with
bathrooms to house 14 people and rent short-term.

The Association's Declaration stated that the property could
only be used for residential purposes and restricted all
construction to family or residential recreation type dwellings
and garages.

The couple confirmed their intention of using the property for
short-term rentals and not a Bed & Breakfast. They started
renting out their property and had up to 20 people at a time
in the house.

Their next-door neighbors, who had to deal with the people
coming and going sued the couple for violating the
Declaration.

The next-door neighbors lost. They lost so bad that the case
didn't even go to trial. It was granted summary judgment,
which means it didn't need a trial because the facts were
undisputed facts.

What undisputed facts, you ask? "Residential Purposes". The
court determined that "residential" is understood as "referring
to dwelling in a place for some time". So it can be interpreted
as dwelling for an indefinite length of time, which to the court
meant that short-term rentals were included in that definition.

What should your Association do to protect its
Members in this situation?

It was also undisputed that the property was being used
to eat, sleep and enjoy recreational activities. Therefore,
the short-term rental was consistent with the residential
purposes specified in the Declaration. 

The court also stated that "short-term rentals are not a
nuisance merely because the individuals occupying it
differ on a given night."

They went on to say that if the Declaration had intended
the term "residential purposes" to prohibit profit-making,
then it would've prohibited long-term leases as well
because those generate a profit too.

In fact, almost all jurisdictions that have dealt with the
issues of short-term rentals have ruled that a receipt of
income does not transform residential use of property into
commercial use.

They also agree that "as long as the property is being
used for living purposes, it does not cease being
'residential' simply because such use is transitory rather
than permanent."

Review your governing documents. 
Consult with your solicitor. 
Be proactive not reactive.
Learn and prepare.
Remember your fiduciary duty.

If you'd like to read the case please follow the link below:

http://newsmanager.commpartners.com/cailaw/issues/
2021-07-27.html#8
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Does your Association have systems in place to handle situations like the cases
detailed above? 

Do your governing documents contain the language to remove a "dangerous
animal" from the premises if it were necessary?

Does your Association follow through with violations and does it document all
incidents?

Association members love their pets, but Boards know pets with behavioral
issues can cause great turmoil in the day-to-day of the community.

Luckily, state courts are beginning to step up and establish positive precedents for
HOAs. California and Michigan courts, for example, have ruled in favor of HOAs
regarding dog attack cases.

The case is California ruled that an HOA has the right to demand an owner remove their
dog from the community after documenting repeated attacks on dogs and humans. 

The German Shepard, named Kato, had had three different incidents where he attacked
other dogs and injured the humans trying to stop the attacks. One of the dogs involved
did not survive.

The HOA had done an excellent job of documenting the incidents by issuing Kato's
owners violations and even ordering them to cover vet & human medical bills.

The court granted judgment without a trial in favor of the HOA. The owners appealed.
The appellate court upheld the trial court's decision stating that the CC&Rs gave the
board authority to have the pet removed if it was determined that said pet created
unreasonable annoyance or nuisance. The court also awarded court costs and lawyer's
fees to the HOA.

In Michigan, a dog belonging to an HOA member bit a neighbor. The court determined
that it was a "dangerous animal" based on that one incident. 

The HOA Bylaws showed that the dog could be removed "immediately and permanently"
if it was determined "dangerous". The trial court used the dictionary to determine the
meaning of dangerous and found the animal to be in violation of the HOAs Bylaws. 

The court also provided the HOA with injunctive relief because of the damages that
could result from keeping a dangerous animal on the premises.

Both these cases demonstrate the importance of keeping a paper trail, having solid
governing documents and following through with violations. 

Remember that governing documents must evolve and adapt to protect the Association.  
They must all complement each other and fill in the gaps while being in line with local,
state and federal laws. 

Keep in mind the importance of documenting incidents and establishing a paper trail.
Too often we witness violations and warnings that are not backed by evidence. There
are no images of the violation, no video or documents. This is so necessary in cases
where disputes end up in court.

Lack of follow-through with violations or what is called Selective Enforcement, can have
a major impact on court decisions. Just last year a court awarded an HOA member over
$100K when he sued the Association for issuing him violations that they had failed to
issue other members committing the same offense.

Boards are required to treat everyone equally. Treatment must be reasonable,
nondiscriminatory and consistent. Actions against a homeowner must be documented by
board vote and should cite the code of the infraction in Meeting Minutes.

As always, consult the experts. Make sure your decisions are based on documented
professional opinions. Spending a little money on an appointment with an attorney
beats paying for a lawsuit anytime.

COURTS SIDE WITH HOAs ON DOG BITES 
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ALL ABOUT THE BUSINESS JUDGEMENT RULEALL ABOUT THE BUSINESS JUDGEMENT RULE

If you're a board director, you need to know about the Business Judgement Rule. 

This rule was established to guard boards of directors against legal allegations about the way they
conduct business. It states that boards are presumed to act within the fiduciary standards of loyalty,
prudence and care owed to their stakeholders (in this case, HOA members). 

Duty of Care refers to the fiduciary responsibility boards have to live up to a certain standard of care. This
duty is both ethical and legal and it requires all decisions made by the board to be done in "good faith"
and in a reasonably prudent manner. Boards are required to exercise the utmost care in making business
decisions to fulfill their fiduciary duty.

Duty of Loyalty is the director's responsibility to act at all times in the best interest of the Association. It
requires the board of directors to be completely loyal to the Association and avoid conflicts of interest
preventing self-dealing or taking advantage of opportunities for personal gain. It also includes keeping
Association information private.

The Business Judgement Rule acknowledges that managing an Association requires making decisions that
may have some degree of risk. The principle of the rule is that the board be allowed to make said decisions
without fear of prosecution by the homeowners. The rule assumes that it is unreasonable to expect boards
to make optimal decisions all of the time and long as a court believes directors are in line with this rule,
they will take no action against the board.

HOW TO DEAL WITH DISPUTESHOW TO DEAL WITH DISPUTES  
BETWEEN THE HOA AND MEMBERSBETWEEN THE HOA AND MEMBERS

Violations & fines
Interpretation of governing documents
Enforcement of rules not found in the governing documents
Selective enforcement
Budget issues
Assessment increases
HOA authority

Disputes between homeowners and board members are common and most often unnecessary. Most of the
time, they are a result of an angry homeowner and board member which turn into petty and spiteful
disputes.

Board members have a fiduciary duty to prioritize the Association's interests. This means they must treat
everyone consistently and without bias, even when the homeowner drives the board member nuts. 

Most disputes involve:

The first rule involving dispute resolution is having a Dispute Resolution Process and Policy. This allows the
handling of disputes to be organized and standardized so they are fair and objective every time. There
should also be a neutral third party handling the process, not the board itself.

Some HOAs have committees for this purpose made up of homeowners, others use their management
company and some HOAs use their attorney. Whatever the choice, it should be one that best fits the
Association. 

The board, the homeowner and this third party meet. A discussion takes place, and the third party must
present a resolution that considers both sides. 

If the dispute cannot be settled this way, then the board may consider arbitration or mediation. This allows
the conflict to be resolved without the need for litigation at a significantly reduced investment of time and
money.

If the latter two options are unsuccessful, it's off to court.

A successful board is one that can keep a positive relationship with its members. The Dispute Resolution
Process should be timely, fair and reasonable so that it communicates to homeowners that the Association
cares for the wellbeing of all of its members... even if some of those members are difficult to deal with.
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KEYSTONE SPOTLIGHTKEYSTONE SPOTLIGHT
The Keystone Spotlight is a new section dedicated to recognizing the hard
work of the board members we interact with on a daily basis.
Being a board member is never easy. It's a thankless, 40+ hour job with very
little incentive other than self-torture and a deep-rooted desire to help your
community.
As our first inductee, we would like to recognize the work of Richard
Faschan, Treasurer of Tanglwood North Community Association.
Rich is a dedicated husband, father, grandpa, published musician and
author, as well as an exceptional treasurer and board member.
He is affectionately referred to as "Switzerland" by his board President for
his kind, fair and non-judgmental demeanor. Rich always goes above and
beyond. He stays on top of the finances of almost 1,000 lots while still having
the time and energy to help out where needed.
Fiduciary duty is his middle name and we are honored to work with him! 
As a small token, Rich will be receiving a certificate of appreciation!
Congratulations!

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR YOUR HOA WEBSITEGET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR YOUR HOA WEBSITE

Calendar
Blog Posts (simple short writings such as updates on the community)
Document Library (permit applications, community guides, governing documents)
Useful links (parks, utilities, etc, how tos)
Payment options
For Sale page all about Resale Packages

Groups
Forums
Referrals for service provides

Galeries 
Event Pages
Recognition to members and sponsors

Your HOA Website has the potential to build a stronger community when it incorporated the following features:

1) Efficient Communication - Your Website should be a depository of information for homeowners. It should be the place
people go to to learn about the activities and important matters of the Association. These include:

2)  Two-Way Interaction - monitored of course, but giving people the opportunity to feel heard. This can be accomplished
through:

3) Customization - a Website that feels like your community's personality through the use of:

Most importantly, make it easy to use and fun! If you need help, reach out to Keystone, we'll get you on your way to an
awesome Website!
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